Grow Up & Groom Up at Himalayan Academy
Aspire to be a Competent Citizen Globally

"Temple of Wisdom"
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Himalaya n Academy

Principal's Message
Dear Parents/Students,

Message from the Founder Director's Desk
Himalayan Academy established with the motto "lets transform our
education to develop our graduates to be the global citizen" in 1995. The
students graduated from Himalayan Academy have been serving in
renowned institutions, business corporate houses and governments all
over the world. We are here to provide the quality education with the
good culture that we want to return back the guardians' investment on
their wards by providing the professionally competent quality education.
Himalayan Academy does not only provide time-driven quality education
but also caters good counseling, mentoring and grooming up so that
they can compete globally. We have been offering one of the best
infrastructures in Nepal, specious school premises, comfortable furniture,
sound library, state of art computer lab with multimedia and interactive
boards, multiple sports and ECA facilities add up future specialists to its
characters.
We hold the truth that objective of education is not just to acquire the
degrees rather than it is to provide the problem solving and analytical
skills to the students so that students can be the globally competent
human resources. I believe, there has not been any alternative to hard
work; no one dies in the pool of sweat if there has been a swimming pool
if created a pool of sweat. Work is worship; there is not any alternative
on this planet to the hard work; we prepare our students so competent
that they can have the capacity to the global reach.
Krishna Simkhada

Himalayan Academy offers such an ample opportunity to the students that the
students graduating from HA will handle the executive roles in the various walks
of their lives, business industries, governmental and nongovernmental sectors.
Apart from this, our products shall be proven at science and technology, accounting,
marketing, financing general management, and hotel management and many more.
It is believed that a teacher has not taught until a student has learnt. Teaching
is an ordeal. Our teachers at HA do not only teach to the students in class rooms
rather they are capable and trained enough to deal with students' multi -layers
of minds at time in the class . Our faculties are professional and goal oriented.
The team at HA has been fully committed to shine its name by its deeds in branding
HA's name and fame in the Nepalese academia. We have developed our teaching
pedagogy in such a way that individual student's energy transforms towards
synergic achievement. Himalayan Academy is a shrine(Temple) ok knowledge and
all we are its sincere devotees. It is our unshakable conviction that HA provides
internationally competent education. We do not only claim but prove by our
actions. We hope if you have faith up on us we give you the skillful hands and
analytical minds to fight all the battles of lives bravely.
Human genius is the outcome of continuous hard work and sincere efforts.
Himalayan Academy is here, for to give a way out of a system of hard work which
leads you towards the desired goal of your life. The HA has got a sound system
of its glorious past, where the quality has become a tradition. We do not only
teach our students to be successful but equally we promote their aspirations for
the happy life. It has become the need of the day one has to be equated with
globally competent problem solving skills so that HA graduates can be fit wherever
they go in work.
A last but not the least, The Himalayan Academy is a beautiful confluence of the
glorious tradition and excellence; combination of discipline and personal freedom;
unity of sound infrastructure and professional faculties; and after all a recluse
of peaceful learning where one can be enlightened from knowledge to wisdom.
Come and join Himalayan along with your parents.
Thank You

Yograj Upadhaya(Gautam)

Introduction
Himalayan Academy was in the year 1995 with a view to provide the
internationally standard education in the Nepalese soil which is located at
the heart of the Kathmandu Metropolis, Kapurdhara , Kathmandu. It is
promoted by the staunch and veteran educationist, social worker and
business entrepreneur Mr. Krshina Simkhada , who has been in the field of
education for more than two score of years. The school is affiliated to District
Education Office and National Education Board DEO/National Education
Board NEB respectively. The School has graduated thousands of students
since its establishment and they have gone to the higher studies and
professional works around the globe.
It has got the consortium and the arrays of professional, psychologically
motivated and dedicated teachers who groom up and train the young scholars
to be an accountable member for a family; a society and the ambassadors
of peace and love to the entire humanity. The school has produced the
requirement of the efficient human recourses at various fields and at large
in different rated universities at national and international levels.

Mission & Vision
The school works on imparting globally competent education n student
friendly environment where students are treated as those having inquisitive
minds. The team of teachers and administrative sataff principally target
at involving students in all academic activities carried out in the school.
The students are provided with sufficient reference study materials, practical
field trips, lab activities, etc. with an aim to promote them to successfully
stand against all possible shortcomings in their future career. Besides, the
school conducts a number of counseling classes/workshops/seminars, etc in
order to orient students to enhance their academic performances in all levels.
The school principally focuses on imparting globally competent high quality
education students equipped with high moral and humanitarian sensibilities
through the application of all possible means. Similarly, producing efficient
future manpower for the all round development of the country is another focus
of the school.

Goal
Himalayan Academy envisages if a man/woman changes into the
human being, the world can be a better place to live in. HA product
will come up with uncanny possibilities of problem solving skills and
analytical minds through which they shall be able to live a beautiful
life and make this blue planet to be unique and safe at the corner
of the vastness of the universe. It is well-known fact that a country's
development is measured by how technical and applied education
the citizens have been provided with. Our experience and the demand
of the time the school intends to introduce unique educational
programs with both theoretical and practical knowledge
simultaneously. Quality education is not merely a buzz word;
rather the skills are required to be a competitive global citizen
which will certainly be the milestone for the nation building
process can be acquired at Himalayan.

Why at Himalayan?
- Centrally located
- Well set up infrastructure
- Specious playground and classrooms
- Hygienic cafeteria within the school premises
- Reasonable fees structure
- Individual counseling to the needy students
- Well furnished computer and science labs
- State of art teaching learning methodology
- Internationally standard education in
moderate fee structure at your door step
- Transformation of students' character into
aptitude; and aptitude into philanthropy
- Arrays of scholarship schemes for deserving
and needy students
- Student Oriented interactive tutorial classes
- Updated modern day teaching learning
methodologies
- Individual counseling to the needy students

Facilities Offered

Home Assignments:

Computer Lab

The school has a state-of art infrastructure equipped
with all the facilities required for school level students.
Spacious playground well fitted class rooms, rooftop
cafeteria, etc. All reflect the comfort and the right
ambience. Students can pursue their studies in
peaceful environment with ample sunlight. Each and
every nook of the school is replete with greenery and
seasonal flowers which further beautify the ambience
besides, students are offered ample means of
entertainment and recreational activities including
sports and exposure to cultural presentations.

We believe to assign as much
homework as possible and the
prompt correction and feedback
plays a vital role to keep the
students updated to their studies.

Himalayan Computer Lab is an
advanced and well equipped
desk top and laptop computers
having unlimited internet excess.

in order to enhance the overall academic efficacy of
students; the school offers a well equipped library ,
a highly advanced computer lab, science lab, audio
visual lab where students can freely gain further
practical knowledge required in their respective
disciplines.

Library

Tutorial Classes:
Revision classes and extra back
up to the needy students play
crucial to accelerate the pace of
learning even to the poor
students, and we keep such
classes in the focus.

Sports
A sound body contains the
sound mind so that HA
conducts dozens of
sporting activities. Indoor
and outdoor sports
tournaments and coaching
are at the high priority. HA
Encourages and supports
students to take part in
national and international
levels of sporting
competition as well.

Library is a place where imagination
flourishes and creativity blossoms. HA
has provided a state- of- art facility
in library so as to sharpen the
teaching learning process for
advancement. HA library has got an
array of collection of valuable
textbooks and references, varieties
of periodicals, newspapers,
international journals, videos and CD
rooms. We have enhanced the
concept of E- Library and well
equipped it with ultra-modern audiovisual materials accompanying the
excellent sound systems where
students can have the different flavor.

HA's Achievements
HA has been serving Nepalese society since almost a score
of years by preparing various levels of human recourses. More
than five thousands have already graduated from this school
since its inception. Hundreds and thousands of HA graduates
have been working world-wide in different walks of life with their
par excellent performances. Our school holds an outstanding
history in National Education Board(NEB)HSEB then and District
Education Office(DEO) which is highly rated. HA has been fully
committed to impart quality education in the field of management
and science and technology as to meet the expectation and
demand of the time.
HA does not only provide internationally competent education
but also provides a very good humanitarian value and culture
base educations which can ultimately contribute for building
this earth to be a better place to live in and roam around.
HA students getting their exposure via different ECA
activities prepare a distinct type of personality at
national and international level. HA feels honored
and privileged to say it proudly that Himalayan
is the true landmark and benchmark of lots of
students and the parent communities in the
Nepalese academia.

Himalayan Academy ECA
Himalayan Academy regards extracurricular activities
to be the pivotal of every student's overall growth in
its academic excellence. School observes different
activities i.e., arts and crafts, dance and drama, paper
presentation, personality development, cultural programs
and elocution and debate, and blood donation. HA
envisioned a student graduating from Himalayan
Academy should at least have an extra-curricular
certificate at the end of an academic year. The
outstanding students do not only get certificates but
are decorated with medals, trophies and cash prizes.

Sports competition

Field Visit

Public speaking Competition

Singing Competition

Poetry Recitation

Presentation Competition

Quiz Competition

Grand Assembly

Blood Donations

Art Competition

Welcome & Fare Well Programs

Personality Exposure Competition

Academic Team
Students can experience the best quality of classes in
all subjects offered by our team of highly experienced
faculties who have dedicated themselves to the
enhancement of school level education of the country.
The academic team conducts periodic exams' tour to
industrial sites' botanical gardens; hiking and various
other scholastic activities which further strengthen the
level of education provided in the school.

Teaching & Learning Methodologies
The objective of education is to become better and to make better, for this, we need to
produce academically and skillfully well equipped manpower by means of tutorials, seminars,
library research, field visit, project works, presentation and discussion and self study. HA
aims to impart competent talents and skills so that HA graduates shall be able to be able
to fulfill the demand of this fast changing and demanding world. HA holds the truth that
the theoretical lesion learnt in the classroom is to be tested in the social laboratory. The
methodology our students undertake through are : group discussions, case study, topic
wise seminars, home assignments and project works, research writing and publication and
moreover adaptation with modern art and technologies.

Schools Rules & Regulations
1. Students seeking enrollment must fill up the Admission forms with all the information sought
for by the school.
2. Photocopies of the mark sheet and school character certificate must be submitted with the
form.
3. Students must abide by all the rules and regulations set by the school.
4. If the school administration demands, students should come with their parents/ guardians at
the time of admissions. The school may not be compelled to enroll the students failing to do
so.
5. The school fees must be by the time stipulated; delayed payment shall be subject to penalty
as par the school rule.
6. In no circumstances shall students be allowed to violate the rules as set and briefed in the
orientation session. In case, they are found breaching the school rules and tampering the
school property, the school administration shall be compelled to take necessary action. Serious
breach of the school norms may result in expulsion of the students involved.
7. The school shall offer the scholarships to the students according to their social status and
the academic performance in our entrance test. However, scholarships may be withdrawn in
any terminal examinations in case students fail to maintain their performances as expected
by the school.
8. Students must fulfill the minimum requirement of the attendance in order to appear for the
all examinations conducted by the school itself and other boards. The school administration
may be compelled to take action against students who fail to appear the internal examination
as well.
9. Students must produce authentic address and contact numbers, etc, of their parents/ guardians
so that the school administration may communicate with them as and when required.
10. Students must read these points properly and carefully and follow them strictly and help
school administration maintain sound academic atmosphere in school.
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